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Abstract:
Mobile devices help people to stay connected across huge distances and to
socially interact while in spatially separated environments. However, compared to faceto-face-interaction, communication and interaction via mobile phones currently are still
restricted. Therefore, an idea of Mann, Fung, and Lo concerning cyborglogging with
camera phonesshall be taken a step further. A scenario is described in which a
modified version of their designis used to support social interactionacross the borders of
spatially separated environments in a new manner. It shall be argued that this might
create a new understanding of being present at a certain place while at the same time it
raises questions concerning privacy, surveillance and authenticity of experience.
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Surveillance and Control
%#%"&&&&&
   8   & "&  ( <&& & .7
incident gave & & & "# " "& & &  &
&% &&&(&(#&%&
world was tightened in terms of opportunities for state authorities to
conduct more of any kind of surveillance as well as in terms of restricting
% & =8%   #  #% " & 
("(8#"&("&(#
&.7>(&#"&&?@##&&&"
this kind of res 8& & #&   9 : #rveiller et
#A"B.C3 "&9&
debates concern%&#&(&""&&&
research on surveillance and control started even much e 
& 8& (#   " A# !"D (9 
: &&%B#"E.0
A large part of this on-going debates deal with the relation of the
&& " & &G " & @##& " ( & 
#%"&(&"&%@(&&
%8#%"&#"&"(&%
as methods to force people to do things they otherwise would not do.
6&  9 %" A /500C1 stress that surveillance and
control make possible social sorting which means that certain people at
cer&   "  :IJK D#"D  <(
"%"#D (("& &&#&  "9" &&  
might fall into a pariah category because of 8&88
:#&B8&"(&B"'#
/5003551#&&
Common understanding of surveillance and control most
frequently implies that there is some kind of Orwellian M!!&D8
 8& # # && #&& 9 &   &
%"&"!!&#&#(
engine providers like Google and companies running social networks like
@9– generally speaking private companies –– generally speaking
private companies – %&(&" &&
"&#(#&&"(&"#
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&&8&&'("&&(8&Gconsumers
are relatively powerless.
Sousveillance and Equiveillance
 &  %  & ((& 8 & &%
?/500, 450) suggests that people should employ information and
communication technology for the purpose of ‘sousveillaD 8
:IJK  & &  #%  &G
&   & 9 " &<  &  "%  8  rsonal
sousveillance (bringing cameras from the lamp posts an""8
to eye-%  uman-&" "   <1”
""& ? &  /5004 CC1 " & &( MU#%D &
(G :IJK a peer-to-peer approach that decentralizes observation
to produce transparency in all directions.”

Figure1. Evolution of cyborglogging (Mann, 2004a, 4).

!9#%"U#%&G"
by two aspects. The first one must be understood in a political sense as
already pointed out: Sousveillance and equiveillance shall wane or
(&((&8&8<(&&#&&
and citizens. Each and every citizen shall be empowered to employ the
same surveillance measurements as state authorities and companies do.
The second aspect must be understood in more individual as well as
&()?"#8#"9&#&
&&  & & ( 9"  (#&(" " – called
MD–"#&&
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They demonstrate that ordinary mobile phones can be employed
MD>&&"&-serverarchitecture with mobile phones as clients with which pictures can be
&9"&<&&"&#"&<t are sent in real-time to a
server on which they are stored. Users of these servers now can access
those contents using a web browser in real-&(& #&&
/? &  5004CE1 && :IK && & & & &
where imag  #"" ( ' ‘glogger uses camera phones
which are commonly carried by people in their day to day lives in realtime.B
 ?&
 \& " : '(B
(<&&)77(&(7-#7#(7("7\&7
(7> & visited 5070,7551 G  (8 ( 
although in this case no automatic transmission of photos to a website
&9_&"&&&"8&&(

Figure 2.Microsoft SenseCam
(<http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/cambridge/projects
/sensecam/downloads/SenseCam-2.jpg>, last visited 02/27/2012).

? @# " A  "# &  ( " 
aspects of the technology they devel" & " & &  &
hand one of the most important aspects they bring up is that the
cyborglogging system as well creates an asymmetric power relation
although it was supposed to mitigate such asymmetries. This accrues
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from the fact that only the person who wears and utilizes the mobile
phone actually knows whether it takes pictures or not. This raises moral
and legal con?&/5004C.1"(&):&#8&
 8 & & 8  & "%&  8  
"8&&(&"((8n to run ‘glog
8 "   -%  & & &  U#%
Equiveillance doctrine says that as long as surveillance is present in the
%(& &&   #& & %  ( " & & &
engage in sousveillance.”
@( & &  %8   && & (#&  &" &&
? @# " AD & ( &  (8 x% "
& (#&  " @ &      (
right does not depend on whether others act according equivalent moral
# #&&&<ggerated but bringing it to the point: One does
not have the right to misbehave just because there are people who
%(88 ""&&&&"&&
(#&& (#"&#(&&
legally prohibited to take pictures of persons without their informed
& /|E52 !!_ |50 &!_ ||55-5, 22 2C 2E ,5-,, ,E 30
$1 But although these moral and legal aspects are most interesting as
well (&&&&<("(
Mobile Phones and Real-Time Video Streaming
>/?500,1 &%?"#&
# & "  :continuous life &#   <”
using video technology. Other scholars mentioned technologies that
#"  (" &  < " & ((#& "
interact across the borders of spatially separated environments (cf.
!8 &  5002_ Nijholt &  500C1  " " &
now shall #&&#&A&D#&8)
!#&&"&U#"8&(
"("(#&"('("&?@#"AD
setting this would assure that the camera would have al(&<&&
same perspective as the person carrying it. A modified version of the
technical infra&#&#&&?"&&"(&
be used to transmit and receive video streams in real-time from one 3G
mobile device to another  % &  #  &( %" %"
streams may be projected on any suitable surface employing a micro
beamer. Another option would be to utilize a Tablet PC to show video
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streams and to transmit own content. A bit more high-tech would be to
use head mounted displays.
A first or simple version of this technology would merely
&(& %" &( " & &% #"_ 8% & &
would be possible to augment the visual and acoustic channel with other
 #&  & ( & &  "& 
environmental conditions such as temperature or humidity. It might also
be useful to transmit data about the physiological conditions of users.
& & 8#"  &  & (& & & U# "
pressu"&9#&&8#"(#("#&&&
data to the attention of the receiving person in an adequate and effective
way: Just showing numbers on a display would not provide for a real
<

Figure3. A mobile phone as wearable device (Mann et al., 2006,
179).

In some situations it might be very useful to record all the above
(&"(&"&%#&"%8&(&
&(#8(&%(t
( =8% & 9"  #  &  "#" #&
>&"&-time application of such technology shall be evaluated.
Although persons using this setting might be spatially separated
by huge distances for them it would be possible to interact with each
other in a pretty new way: They would hear and see what their peers
8#"""%%>&#"&&&#
person not really resides at a place she is present. This concept shall be
called ‘virtua D  "r (" & M&D 
MD  && &  U# # %"-conferencing
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equipment that is located in a particular room (cf. Pinhanez and Pingali
500,1?e% & & & ( ( & utions of virtual
 8#" #&G " <& #( "#& =8% &
must be stressed that not the technology itself shall be focused here but
its epistemological consequences.
A New Understanding of Presence
It is obvious that a technology like virtual presence would make
moral and legal questions as pressing as &  &  ?
@# " A &# 8& " & surveillance and con&
privacy and data protection. It has to be stressed that the new setting
would not abolish the asymmetric power relation between the person
employing virtual presence and those who are pictured as long as no
additional technological measurements are utilized or respective social
rules are enforced. However # &  &  discussed any
further in the paper at hand. a&&&(U#
virtual presence shall be evaluated.
The major appeal of virtual presence surely would be that in
principle we would be able to communicate and to interact with persons
"  & &" %(&  % & 8"_ 8
#" M&&"D  %& &( 8 But as the famous Science
@&8&> (%""".3C%: 
9" #B # #"&"   esent might change
"(&)M&&D"M&"D&8#"((&
com& "& @#&( %&#  might change our
understanding of reality &ularly if high-tech equipment as
mentioned above would be utilized.
>""&"&&("-""&&"&<&
widespread among social scientists and philosophers (e.g. Berger and
Luckmann.44). But even if one sticks to the idea that there is a mindindependent reality most scholars would agree th& &  & <&&
# <ience of reality is a theory-"% & &#& 
&  #  "&("  # 98" \#" "
<&& & 8  &   & (& 9 
representation of the world  &  #& &  ( && &  
<&& #  & ?e% &  8" &" ( (&
scholars that media of any kind strongly influence the process of
constructing a worldview %&#9"
(" & 8#" & # 8"%8 & !#& & &&&  %&#
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presence seems to introduce a leap in quality if compared to other media
9 "&  &% > & & <  %&#
presence might only be weighed against the total immersion that can take
place while playing computer games or going through virtual realities (cf.
Cranny-@500C).
One other difference compared to media like broadcasting or
television is that it would not make sense anymore to talk about content
of (digital) media @ this content will be integrated in our own
<#8&&&&9#&representation or
mapping of reality (cf. ? " = 5003 5001 = at least to
(<&&the dualism of I and world might be abrogated because the
distinction of world on the one hand and information or knowledge
about the world on the other hand could not be drawn clearly anymore.
&#\#&(&&9&"&(89&"
the possibility to talk with distance others via mobile phone. Current
findings already suggest that using mobile phones shows deep impacts to
psychological traits of their users (e.g. Pertierra5003 García-?& et
50041 &&&&&"&&%&#ence probably would
blur the borders of virtual and embodied or physical space and would
&&8& & " M"D/de Souza e Silva
50041
Truth and Falsity of Images
>(#%:.E,BGeorge Orwell not only described a
society characterized by ubiquitous surveillance and control but he also
depicted the methods of historical misrepresentation by manipulation of
documents of any kind. One of these methods is photomontage. In our
times we know the verb ‘to photoshopD) >& #  "& && 
digital picture was modified &   n& & U#& !#&
&#   (#&" & & <&& && & " & 8 &#&
anymore.
It is seductive to believe that as long as we know all steps of the
production and reproduction of a picture – or any other kind of
document that shall represent reality – we would be able to authenticate
the validity of this particular picture. But even if we assume that a picture
actually can repre& & 8 % & earn that the validity of a
picture must be authenticated not only by technical means but by socially
defined rules. As observers we must rely on that a picture in fact shows
reality as it is. >&"A# Escudero Chauvel /..C1 coined
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the term ‘media con&&D  & # 8  #&&& &
%"&"#(&&&&&>&
&"& \#(  (&  && & (" && &#
more or less performs successful. But one could be skeptical whether
U#%&# ""(emented and enforced in the case
of virtual presence.
@   &  && %&#   8 (
together with the disposability of huge computing capacities on the
server side as well as on the client side. Current mobile devices already
provide for computing power comparable to that of personal computers
 & %  <    &% (#& 8 8#"
suffice to employ at least simple real-time video manipulation and
&?%&%"#"(#&%"
pretty cheap and massive computing capacities. These can be utilized to
manipulate transmitted pictures and video streams in real-time or with
(#&"@&ecipients of such content it would be very
difficult or even unfeasible to determine whether it is authentic or
manipulated.
=(&&%8&(&(&&
possible to determine what is real and what is a construction based on
technology. But one might be skeptical whether we as users
of virtual presence would be able to decide if the transmitted
information is authentic or manipulated.
Further Research
%#&"#&&9%&#ence raise
# ( "  U#&  % "& &&
8&"&9&&#"&%"scussed in the
&" 8&U#&&&&8#"
to clarify which moral and legal norms and rules would be affected by
%&#  !#& ""& & 8#"  ("& & %#&
# <&&   "  # & 8& egard to
such a technology because it would not make sense to be concerned
about virtual presence if its potential users would decline to apply it.
@#&( "8"& %  #( # (
devices would allow for services that would not only employ visual and
acoustic channels for communication and interaction. Technology could
%"&#&&&&
&8#"&&(%#&8&
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in which situations and for which uses cases would be most appropriate
for interaction across spatially separated environments.
If one would think that the whole idea of virtual presence and
the like is simply some nerdy and geeky fantasy one should think twice
"&99(8&&#"&"
")>%'(G"%&89 (
& & 8 #" &&  505  8 # & :
#(&" &
"" B /  <(
<&&)77&&((7505705757-to-sell-terminatorstyle-glasses-by-years-"7
&
%&"
0575C7505
<&&)77888<&(&(7(#&7.2C3-android-poweredgoogle-glasses-the-augmented-reality-hud-dream-is-coming & %&"
70575C75051 #(&"#&88<&
the things that were sketched here – and for many more things.
Conclusion
? @# " AD &   & && (9
feasible sousveillance and equiveillance was presented to show that
ubiquitous computing technology not necessarily supports surveillance
"&68&#("&"
<& of the cyborglogging design was introduced which shall
support communication and interaction of persons residing in spatially
separated environments. It was demonstrated that without further
technological means or respective social rules the new setting raises the
( ( "    ? @# " AD design.
?%&8&9"#&&(&&"&&
our understanding of presence would substantially change if virtual
presence would be employed. @&8&"&&#%&#
presence probably will not be able to determine whether that what they
<8#"#&&(#&"roduction of reality.
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